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It is found that the exchange anisotropy in MnFz is due to the mixing of the
excited quartets into the ground state of Mn 2+ by the spin-orbit coupling in the
presence of a tetragonal crystalline field. Numerical estimate for the ratio of the
anisatropic exchange field to the isotropic exchange field is in good agreement with
the value deduced from the g-shift. Implications of our results are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
nF, is a body-centered tetragonal crystal with Neel temperature equal to 66.5 K. The Mn2+
84 ions form an easy axis two-sublattice uniaxial antiferromagnet. The ground state of IvIn’+
is “S, an orbitally nondegenerate state. It was shown by Keffer”’ that the major contribution to
the anisotropy energy in MnF, arises from the inter-ion point dipoiar interactions in this noncubic
crystal. The single-ion anisotropy was estimated to be roughly an order of magnitude less then
the dipolar term. In addition to the dipolar and single-ion anisotropy energies, anisotropic
exchange coupling between two MnZf spins S. and Sb of the form, -JS.&-J,S.,S,,, is also
allowed in MnF, from symmetry considerations. The purpose of this paper is to examine the origin
of the anisotropic exchange in MnF, and to estimate its magnitude. Our motivation of investigating
this problem is explained in the following.
The strength of the anisotropic exchange coupling can be deduced from various experimental
information. Using the measurements’Z”’
on the perpendicular susceptibility x1 and the field Hi
(i.e., the magnetic field for which the down-going antiferromagnetic resonance branch has zero
frequency) together with the calculated point-charge dipolar fields”‘, Barak et af.‘5’ determined
the anisotropic exchange field HAb=( -0.91f0.03)KOe and the isotropic exchange field HE=
(528.1 rt l.O)KOe. A somewhat different approach of deducing H A= can be carried out by using
the value H~=(526.2*3.5)KOe from the neutron scattering experiments’6’,
the measured H;, and
the calculated point-charge dipolar fields. Doing this, Barak et al.“’ found HAE=( -0.88kO.09)KOe.
Both analyses lead to HAE~HE~I~x lOus. On the other hand, the order of magnitude of this ratio
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where i=l, 2, and 3. The coefficients a!,, Si,-and 7i have been calculated by Blume and Orbach’“’
and also by Sharma, Das, and Orbach”‘.
In Table I we list these coefficients together with Ai,
the separation between :r, and “S, for different cubic field parameter 10Dq. In the presence of
a tetragonal distortion, such as the case in MnF *, ?r, splits into an orbital doublet J:r,, fl, M,)
and an,orbital singlet I!r,, 0, M,>. Separation of the doublet and the singlet, from the ground
state are denoted, respectively, by AiL and A,,.
Next we take into account the spin-orbit coupling CJjJj lj*Sj. This coupling, to first order,
mixes the three ‘r, states into the ground state. The resulting perturbed ground state eigenfunctions are’8*9’
/TM,)= I”S, M,>- ,$,aiCI[+4s) I:r,, 1, M-l>

+b(Ma) Iir,s w-1, Ma+l>llAi,+~(Ms) Ifr,, 0, Ma>/&,,},

(2)

where a( M,), b(M,), and c(M,) are constants related to the matrix elements of the spin-orbit
coupling between the ground state and the ‘P term in jr, states. (The other terms is :r, are not
linked to 6S by the spin-orbit coupling.) Explicitly, we have
a(M.)= ; <‘P , 1, M,-lj~le:~;1~S, Ma>;
I
b(M,)=-;-(‘P , -1, M,+111=@:16s, Ma>;

(3)

C( MS) =<‘p, 0, M, I Z-4jssjs I ‘SI .Ms>I
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Table I. Coefficients ai, Pi, and 7-i in Eq. (1) and Ai (in cm-‘) measured from
6S for various valus values of 10 Dq calculated in reference 9
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Ai

1
2
3

0.633
0.761
0.143

10 Dq=9000 cm-l
-0.127
0.285
-0.950

0.763
-0.583
-0.277

1
2
3

0.637
0.751
0.176

10 Dq=lOOOO cm-’
-0.135
0.334
-0.933,

0.759
-0.570
-0.314

18,546
36,001
45,138

0.640
0.739
0.212

lODq=llOOOcm-’
-0.143
0.355
-0.912

0.755
-0.553
-0.352

1’7,588
36,569

1
2
3

.

19,501 .I
35,380
44,805

45,529

’
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gable II. Values of a(?&), b(M,), and c(M) defined by Es. (3)
M,

512

312

II2

-l/2

a(~%)
b(Mj )
CL%)

-I- \/‘5
0
0

+J3
0
--J2

+(1/2)J6
+(1/2)J2
fJ3

+(1/2)J2
+(1/2)&
+J3

-312
-5/2
____e0
0
+J3
i-45
0
fJ2

Numerical values”’ for a(M.), b(M,), and c(M,) are listed in Table II.
Using the wavefunctions given by Eq. (2), we now calculate the exchange anisotropy.
anisotropic exchange interaction between the Mn2+ ions a and 6.
$$=-J&6-J,&,&

The

(4)

can also be written as
&‘f?=- ; (S:S;i S,-S:)--(J+J.)S.&
E- “; (S,+S;+S,S:)-J,&s.,S,,.

(5)

Following Barak et al.“‘ , we define the isotropic and the anisotropic exchange field by
HE= -zJS/gpus;
H.,e= -zJSlg&,

where t is the number of nearest neighbors, S is the magnitude of Mn2+ spin, and ,us is the Bohr
magneton. The ratio HAd/HE is simply
HAEIHI;=(J,,-J,_)IJl.

(6)

We note that the exchange Hamiltonian given by Eq. (4) or Eq. (5) is expressed in terms of
the total spin of a MnZ+ ion. On the other hand, we can also express this Hamiltonian in terms
of coupling between an individual 3d electron of ion a and an individual 3d electron of ion b :
&IT’=- i$lJijSia*Sjb,

(7)

where the summation is over the five 3d electrons of each ion, si. and sjb represent, respectively,
the i-th d-electron of ion a and the j-th d-electron of ion b, and Jii is the exchange integral
between these two electrons. We now calculate J,, and JL in terms of Jij by equating the matrix
elements of Eq. (5) to those of Eq. (7) evaluated between the perturbed ground states,

AS an illustrative example we take M,zM:=M:‘= M:~‘= ~/~.

The left-hand side of the above
equation, which operates in an S=5/2 manifold for each ion, then simply equals to 9J,,/4.
Evaluation of the right-hand side of Eq. (8) is straightforward but laborious. In this case since
we are dealing with couplings between individual spins, we need to know the many-electron
wavefunctions of 6S (which is trivial), ] ‘P, ML), ] ‘F , ML>, and I’G, ML > terms involved in Eqs.
(1) and (2). These wavefunctjons are in the form of linear combination of Slater determinants
and can be derived in a standard manner”“. Evaluating the matrix elements Of xti,j JijSda*Sib
between appropriate Slater determinants, we obtain

where c~~=c x:-, culJAjl, cpL=c xfS1 rrlpI /A,,, csL=C XL, LX,~, JArl, and ci,, is defined the same
-(lo) For examPle, J.S. Griffith, 2% Theory o/ Transition-Metal Ions, Cambridge University Press, 1964,
Chapter 4.
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as ccl except that Aiil is replaced. by A;,,. Equating Eq. (9) to 9J,,/4

In a similar .manner, we.calculate JI by choosing M,=MY=3’/ 2
We find
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yields

and M:=M:“= 1/2 in Eq; (89.

( 1-l ).

In deriving J,, and J, we have ignored terms of the order of (C/Ail)’ and (C/A,.,,)' and higher
order terms.
Substituting our expressions for J,, and J, into Eq. (6), the ratio II,E/HE can be readily
estimated. Using the value C=300 cm-““, Ai,,-A;lrr250 cm-““‘, and the information in Table I,
we find I=:_, cfl and a:_, CT,, are of the order of lo-‘.
As a result we can write, to a good
approximation,
HAEIHE= i$, (c:,,-CL 1

(12)
For the purpose of estimating HA,/HE numerically, we have ignored in the last equation the small
difference in tetragonal crystalline field splitting for different ‘rr quartets, i.e., we have taken
A;,,-A;,=A,,-A,. The value for A; depends on the cubic field parameter 10Dq as indicated in
Table I. For 10 Dq=9X103 cm- ‘, 10X 10” cm- ‘, and 11X103cm-‘, we find HAE/HE equal to
-3.9 X lo-‘, -4.5 X 10m6, and -5.2 X IO-‘, respectively. These are in excellent agreement with the
order of magnitude of HAS/HE estimated from the g-shift. Since the isotropic exchange field, HE,
is known to be 528 KOe, our calculations yield a value z-2 Oe for the anisotropic exchange
field, H.c.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the above section we have shown that the isotropic exchange coupling in MnF, is a result
of mixing of the excited ‘r, states into the ground state of Mn’+ by the spin-orbit coupling in a
tetragonal crystalline field. Obviously, in a cubic system we expect J,,=J, and HAE should vanish.
Our expression for H,u/H, satisfies this criterion if we let A,=A,, in Eq. (12).
Our numerical estimate of HAE/HE confirms the result expected from the g-shift, i. e., -HA/HE
Since HIIE is several orders of magnitude less than the other fields
is of the order of -lo-‘.
involved in the analysis (HE-500 KOe, HC-100 KOe, and dipolar fields -(3-6)KOe), it is obvious
that if we wish to deduce HAS from x1, H’,, and spin wave dispersion, we shuould use an extremely
accurate value for the inter-ion magnetic dipolar fields. Barak et a1.c5’ pointed out the necessity
of including overlap and covalency effects between Mn2+ and F- ion in estimating the dipolar
fields. As we have stated in Section I, by introducing an 8% reduction in the magentic moment
of an Mz+ ion, they obtained HAE= -0.24 KOe. This value is two orders of magnitude too large
compared with our estimate from first principles. Hence a more complete calculation for the
magnetic dipolar interaction is needed. Furthermore, it has been shown by Watson and Freeman”*’
that as a result of the overlap and covalency effect, the charge density at the site of the magnetic
ion is actually increased. This is caused by. a depletion of charge densities from the region in
between the magnetic ion and the ligands. Therefore, in an accurate calculation of the magnetic
dipolar interaction, one should use the complete molecular orbitals for the magnetic ions and their
_ep
-__
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surrounding ligands (which also carry a net spin density because of the overlap and covalency
effects).
Finally, it should be pointed out that the wave functions, Eq. (2), which were used in deriving
J,, and JL are correct only to the first order in spin-orbit coupling. Consequently, we found that
our results for J,, and JI vary slightly for different choices of the M, values used in Eq. (8)
However, we found that our numberical estimates for HAS/HE are consistently of the order of
- 1o-6. To obtain expressions for J,, and J, that are independent of the M, values chosen in Eq.
(8), we need to carry out perturbation of the wavefunctions to second order spin-orbit coupling”s’.
We found that such refined calculations did not alter our conclusions; namely, the anisotropic
exchange in MnFl is a result of the mixing of the excited states into the ground state of MnP+
by the spin-orbit coupling and the ratio of anisotropic exchange field to isotropic exchange field
is of the order of -10S6.

(13) Frdm Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) we note that J,, or J ditTers from the isotropic exchange integral (=c:,j,~

Jij/25) by a factor -(</Ai)‘. Hence perturbation in wavefunctionS t9 second OF&r in spin-orbit
coupling could be 9f spme importance,
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